Complexity charts can be used to map functional domains in DNA.
We measured local compositional complexity (LCC) of DNA sequences by calculating Shannon information content over mononucleotide frequencies. Eukaryotic DNA appeared to be "simpler" than bacterial DNA even at the level of short oligonucleotides. Moreover, different DNA functional domains displayed different compositional complexity in a systematic manner. In particular, the complexity of exon sequences was systematically higher than the complexity of corresponding introns. We therefore present examples of complexity charts (plots of complexity versus position in sequence) for pre-mRNA sequences from higher eukaryotes. By taking a window width of 100 nucleotides and a window step of 1 nucleotide, introns can be distinguished from exons in the majority of cases studied. Complexity charts of immunoglobulin variable regions allowed correct mapping of exons and introns in these sequences as well, a task that was impossible with commercial programs available to date.